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Abstract—Online discussion forums represent, nowadays, one of the main asynchronous communication means and information sources over the Internet. The forum paradigm is adopted by the most followed websites, such as social networks and blogs. The effectiveness of discussion forums as information source, \textit{i.e.}, the capability to satisfy their users’ information needs, depends on their information richness first, but also on how their are organized and effectively moderated. Forums organized and moderated by topics of discussion tend to host messages on related subjects and, overall, provide a classification of message threads which eases information search.

In this paper we propose a semi-automatic approach to detect topics of discussion in a forum and to enhance its organization by providing a hierarchical topic-driven navigation view on its messages. We adopt Information Retrieval (IR) techniques, such as topic modeling, and formal concept analysis (FCA) to identify discussion topics and to provide a hierarchical topic-centered view on messages.

We tested the validity of our approach on four forums of the e-learning platform of an Italian distance-learning university which provides around 20 moderated and unmoderated main forums followed actively by almost 5000 users, including students and teachers, each year. We validated the topics identification and messages to topics allocation process with a specific empirical experiment obtaining promising results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An Internet forum is an online discussion place where people can hold conversations in the form of posted messages. It represents, nowadays, one of the main asynchronous communication means and information sources over the Internet in several domains ranging from e-commerce [1][2][3] to news [4] and healthcare [5]. The most followed websites, such as blogs and social networks, adopt the forum paradigm to enable interaction between their users and to support their communities in sharing information and creating knowledge.

In general, a discussion forum has a flat structure, but could be explicitly organized also in a hierarchical or tree-like fashion with a number of sub-forums, each of which may include several discussion topics. A posted message can open a new discussion or could be a reply to a previous posted message. Each initial post with the series of messages it receives as replies act as a conversation usually named \textit{discussion thread}.

In specific contexts, discussion forums may constitute a wide and rich repository of information. For example, developer forums may be an effective repository of good programming practices, where, usually non expert, programmers search for typical coding solutions [6]. In e-learning contexts, discussion forums are used to enable asynchronous communication between students, and between teachers and students, for a number of purposes [7][8], including: (i) virtual classrooms creation and interaction support; (ii) collaborative learning and group work; and (iii) knowledge and information sharing. Discussions taken place during a certain period of time become a source of information for any user accessing the forum afterwards and can be made available for a long time. As an example, answers provided by teachers and tutors to learners’ questions may be useful to other students facing the same problems or wondering the same questions. Discussion forums are provided as a communication means by basically any Learning Management System (LMS), such as Moodle\(^1\), Blackboard\(^2\), and Docebo\(^3\), and are usually related to classes, or to wider educational environments, such as Departments and/or Faculties.

The effectiveness of discussion forums as information source, \textit{i.e.}, their capability to satisfy their users’ information needs, in addition to depend on their information richness, depends primarily on how they are organized and effectively moderated [9]. In this regard, the Internet netiquette guidelines [10] suggest preserving the original discussion topic of each discussion thread in a forum and starting new discussion threads as new discussion topics arise. Such policies are usually governed and implemented in a forum by a set of individuals including forum administrators and moderators which may recall unobservant users posting \textit{off-topic} messages. However, this activity is time and effort consuming, as it requires domain experts reading and judging the content
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of each new posted message. As a consequence, many forums on the Internet are moderated only occasionally and not in depth, or are completely unmoderated.

Unmoderated and general discussion forums tend to host a potentially high number of messages about very different topics; messages talking of a given topic may be spread in different discussion threads, and discussion threads may contain messages discussing more than one topic. In these forums, information search might be difficult, information noise can be high (e.g., the same discussions may appear several times or be split in different threads in the forum), and, overall, they can cause wasting of time for both consumers and providers of the information. Conversely, forums well organized and moderated tend to host messages on related subjects and, overall, provide a classification of messages into topics of discussion corresponding to discussion threads. This drastically improves the retrieval of useful information and reduces the chances for similar discussions taking place several times in the forum, resulting in higher user satisfaction. As mentioned above, however, moderation is an expensive and time consuming task, as it requires continuous human interventions to move messages to the appropriate forum or to create new threads/forums for new topics when needed.

In this paper we propose a semi-automatic approach to detect discussion topics in a forum enhancing its organization with a complementary hierarchical topic-centered navigation view on its discussion threads and messages. The method works both on a completely unstructured (i.e., flat) forum or on a set of partially structured forums, to possibly offer a topic oriented view of their discussion threads. We adopt information retrieval (IR) and topic modeling techniques to extract significant topics from discussion messages. Then, we organize such topics into an optimal topic-lattice structure by means of formal concept analysis (FCA).

We tested the validity of our approach on the forums of the e-learning platform of an Italian distance-learning University (Unitelma Sapienza4) which provides almost 20 main forums (including moderated and unmoderated forums) followed actively by almost 5000 users, including students and teachers. We validated both the topics identification and the messages-to-topics allocation methods of our forum reorganization approach with a specific empirical study obtaining promising results. In particular, automatically suggested topics and their hierarchical organization in sub-topics has been considered meaningful and appropriate for each of the analyzed forums by experts of the considered educational organization. Precision and recall for the message-to-topics allocation method have also shown good averages.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next Section describes the proposed topic-driven forum reorganization process. Section III discusses the validity of our approach within the Unitelma e-learning forums case study. Section IV overviews related work and Section V draws conclusions and outlines directions for future research we aim to conduct.

II. METHODS

The topic-driven forum reorganization process consists of four main steps depicted as rectangle boxes in Figure 1. In the first step standard information retrieval preprocessing, such as stopping, filtering, and stemming, are applied on original forum messages [11]. Then, topic models are adopted to identify relevant discussion topics. An optimal topic lattice structure is pruned from the topic-terms matrix by means of formal concept analysis. Each forum message is mapped onto the topics to which it is more likely to belong by estimating the probabilities of each topic for that message. In the following, each of the process main steps is described more in detail.

A. Data preprocessing steps

In Information Retrieval (IR) a document is the unit of information containing free text that is retrieved during an information retrieval task and satisfies a user information need. In our context, depending on the chosen granularity level, a document may be a single forum message or an entire thread of forum messages. We represent each document as a vector of indexing terms, \( \{t_1, \ldots, t_m\} \), extracted, from the corpus of \( n \) documents, \( \{d_1, \ldots, d_n\} \), through a standard text analysis pipeline:

1) \textit{outlier filtering}, the process for filtering out very frequent (more than 90%) or very rare words (less than 1%);
2) \textit{stopwords filtering}, the process for filtering out words belonging to a predefined vocabulary, e.g. Italian first names.
3) \textit{stemming}, the process for reducing inflected words to their stem.

The outcome of this step is a document-term matrix \( \mathbb{D}_T \), where each element \( (\mathbb{D}_T)_{jp} \) is the \textit{tf-idf} of the term \( t_p \) in the document \( d_j \). The term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is a common accepted statistics of how important a term is in a corpus [11].

B. Discussion topics extraction

Topic modeling, in particular Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), is a statistical technique that is able to extract frequently co-occurring terms, known as \textit{topics}, from a corpus of documents. The input of the topic modeling task is the document-term matrix, \( \mathbb{D}_T \), obtained from the previous task. Topic modeling approaches discover automatically a set of \( k \) topics \( \{z_1, \ldots, z_k\} \) and the mapping between terms, topics and documents [12][13]. The number of topic \( k \) is a parameter that controls the granularity of the topics and must be fixed a priori. The outcome of a topic modeling task is a topic-document matrix, \( \mathbb{T_D} \), and a topic-term matrix, \( \mathbb{T_T} \). The elements \( \{\mathbb{T_D}\}_{ij} \) describe the topic membership values of topic \( z_i \) in document \( d_j \), while the elements \( \{\mathbb{T_T}\}_{jp} \) describe the term membership values of term \( t_p \) in topic \( z_i \).

More formally, each topic is defined by a probability distribution over all of the unique words in the corpus. Given two Dirichlet priors, \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \), a topic model fits a generative probabilistic model from the term occurrences in the corpus. The fitted model is able to capture an additional
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layer of latent variables which are referred as topics. Based on
priors a topic model generates a topic probability distribution,
\( p(z = z_i|d_j) = \{TD\}_j \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, k \), to each document \( d_j \),
and a term probability distribution, \( p(t = t_p|z_i) = \{TT\}_i \) for \( p = 1, \ldots, m \), to each topic \( z_i \). Choosing the right parameter
values for \( k, \alpha, \) and \( \beta \) depends on the size of the corpus and
the desired granularity of the topics [14].

Intuitively, the top terms of a topic are semantically related
and represent some real-world concepts. For example the
concept related to problems sending e-mails is represented by
the terms “mail”, “problem”, “send”. The topic membership
of a document describes which concepts are present in that
document. Table I shows and example of topic-document and
topic-term matrices.

Using the topic membership of a term, we prune a topic
lattice by means of formal-concept analysis, while using
the topic membership of a document we assign each forum
message to the correspondent relevant topics as described by
the following steps.

\[ \begin{array}{c|cccc}
\text{Top terms} & d_1 & d_2 & d_3 & d_4 \\
\hline
z_1 \text{ computer, network, problem} & 0.6 & 0.7 & 0.1 & 0.0 \\
z_2 \text{ mail, send, problem, computer, network} & 0.3 & 0.1 & 0.1 & 0.5 \\
z_3 \text{ computer, network, course} & 0.1 & 0.2 & 0.8 & 0.5 \\
\end{array} \]

**Table I**

**Examples of topic-term and topic-document matrices**

Using the topic membership of a term, we prune a topic
lattice by means of formal-concept analysis, while using
the topic membership of a document we assign each forum
message to the correspondent relevant topics as described by
the following steps.

**C. Topics lattice pruning**

An optimal topic lattice structure is pruned from the topic-
terms matrix, \( TT \), by means of Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA). FCA is a computational way to derive a concept
hierarchy or formal ontology from a collection of objects
and their properties [15]. The idea behind FCA is based on
the notions of formal context and formal concept, defined as
follows:

**Definition 1.** A formal context is defined as a triple
\( (\Omega, \Delta, R) \), where \( R \subseteq \Omega \times \Delta \) is a binary relation between
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a set of formal objects \( \Omega \) and a set of formal attributes \( \Delta \).

**Definition 2.** A formal concept is a maximal collection of
formal objects sharing common formal attributes. It is defined
as a pair \( (O, A) \) with \( O \subseteq \Omega \) and \( A \subseteq \Delta \) such that:

i) \( \forall o \in O, \forall a \in A \implies (o, a) \in R \);

ii) \( \forall o \in O \implies \exists a \in A, (o, a) \in R \);

iii) \( \forall a \in A \implies \exists o \in O, (o, a) \not\in R \).

The set \( O \) of a formal concept is named the extend of the
concept, while the set \( A \) is named its intent. The following
notion of subconcept is adopted to construct a concept lattice:

**Definition 3.** A formal concept \( (O_1, A_1) \) is defined as the
subconcept of the formal concept \( (O_2, A_2) \) iff \( O_1 \subseteq O_2 \) or
\( A_2 \subseteq A_1 \).

The set of all formal concepts of a formal context form a
partial order and define a complete lattice [16].

We model the topics as the objects of a formal context
and the terms as their attributes. The relation \( R \) of the formal
context is computed from the topic-term matrix \( TT \) by means
of a decision threshold \( h_T \), i.e., a term (attribute) \( t_p \) belongs
to a topic (object) \( z_i \) if \( \{TT\}_i \) and \( \{TT\}_{ip} \geq h_T \). As a
clarification example consider the formal context shown in
Table II; Figure 4 shows the topic lattice obtained from such
a formal context. In it, each topic is mapped on a circle.

**D. Documents assignment**

During this step each document is mapped onto the topics to
which it is more likely to belong by estimating the probabilities
of each topic for that message (topic-document matrix). For
this purpose we adopted the topic-document matrix \( TT \) and a

**Fig. 1.** The topic-driven forums reorganization process.
decision threshold $h_D$, i.e., a document $d_i$ belongs to a topic $z_i$ if $\{TD\}_{ij} \geq h_D$. The pruned topic lattice structure is adopted to build the topic-driven navigation view.

III. CASE STUDY

The purpose of the conducted case study was to test the validity of our approach. Intuitively, an approach is valid if with it we can be observed a significant improvement of one of more characteristics of interest. In this case we are interested in evaluating whether the reorganized forum structure constitutes a valuable alternative for typical forum interaction tasks. A user searching a forum for a solution to a given problem or for a discussion taken place on a topic of her interest will take advantage from a topic-driven structured forum if the following two conditions are satisfied:

1) the topic lattice provided as an access structure to forum messages is able to guide the user through the topics actually discussed in the forum;
2) forum messages are associated to the topics they actually talk about.

It follows that the aspects we aim to evaluate in our case study is to what extend the automatically extracted topics are able to reveal:

1) the correct number of topics actually discussed in the forum; and
2) the topics actually discussed in a given document (i.e. forum message or thread).

We evaluated the first aspect quantitatively and the second quantitatively. To estimate the optimal number of topics $k$ we adopt a metric that measures the Variation of Information between two topic solutions. To qualitatively assess the document-to-topics association process, we conducted an experiment in which we compare those associations with those assigned manually by a number of forum users obtaining an estimation of the accuracy of the association.

We implemented each step of our topic-driven forum reorganization process with specific software tools. In particular, for the information retrieval steps we adopted the tm R package which provides standard natural language processing functions. For words stemming we adopted the Snowball package which provides the support for a number or languages, including Italian. Topic analysis was performed with topicmodels R package. More information about such packages and tools can be found at the R-project website http://www.r-project.org. The topic lattices were pruned with the java Concept Explorer conexp (http://conexp.sourceforge.net/).

In this section we introduce the subject that we used for our case study and report the results of the evaluation procedure.

A. The subject: UniTelma Sapienza e-learning forums

To validate our approach, we applied it to reorganize in a topic-centered view four of the e-learning forums of an Italian distance-learning University (Unitelma Sapienza). As in many other distance-learning environments, online forums represent in Unitelma Sapienza one of the asynchronous communication means between students, and students to teachers. Online discussion forums are provided by the adopted learning management systems, and in Unitelma it is possible to count about 20 main moderated and unmoderated forums (we do not count in this number smaller forums, such as those associated to each class), which are followed actively by almost 5000 users including students, teachers, learning tutors, and administrative and technical support staff. Table III reports the main discussion topics and some statistics on the four analyzed forums, including the number of discussion threads, the number of total messages, the number of terms extracted by our analysis process, and the average number of terms per message.

The “General discussions” forum is the largest forum including 10609 messages organized into 2031 discussion threads with an average of 46.67 terms per message. This forum hosts discussion on generic topics (so it is open to any discussion topic), and for this reason it is the largest forum in Unitelma. The “Technical issues” forum is conceived to host requests for technical support and reports of technical issues in online services offered by the organization, such as email and online video lessons. Finally, the remaining two analyzed forums are also general purpose forums, but associate to smaller learning contexts, such as specific degree and postgraduate curricula.

All the forums where observed in a period spanning from January 2011 to July 2012, i.e., their content is represented by the messages posted by users in the above period of time.

B. Optimal number of topics

Selecting the number of topic $k$ is one of the most problematic modeling choice in topic models [14]. Ideally if the Latent Dirichlet Allocation has sufficient topics to model the corpus of documents, the assignment of of terms to topics should be relatively invariant to an increase of $k$. We adopt a metric, introduced by Meilă [17] for clustering comparison, that measures the Variation of Information, $V I(C_1, C_2)$, between two clusters assignments. $VI$ has several interesting properties and is able to measure the amount of information loss by $C_1$.
and gained by $C_2$ when going from assignment $C_1$ to $C_2$. Formally, $VI(C_1, C_2)$ is defined as:

$$VI(C_1, C_2) = H(C_1) + H(C_2) - 2I(C_1, C_2)$$

where $H(C_1)$ and $H(C_2)$ are the entropies associated respectively with cluster assignments $C_1$ and $C_2$, and $I(C_1, C_2)$ is the mutual information between cluster assignments $C_1$ and $C_2$ [17]. Intuitively, the entropy measures the uncertainty of allotting an item to a cluster, while the mutual information measures the reduction of such uncertainty when the allocation in the other cluster is known.

Following the approach adopted by Wallach et al. [14] the assignment of documents (forum messages in our context) to topics can be assimilated to a sort of cluster assignment where the probability that a document $d_j$ is assigned to a topic $z_i$ is proportional to:

$$p(z_i) \propto \sum_{j=1}^{n} p(z = z_i|d_j)$$

and the probability that a document $d_j$ is assigned to topic $z_i$ in the first topic assignment and to $z'_i$ in the second topic assignment is proportional to:

$$p(z_i, z'_i) \propto \sum_{j=1}^{n} p(z = z_i|d_j)p(z = z'_i|d_j)$$

With those probabilities we compute the Variation of Information of topics assignment by increasing the number of topics from $k$ to $k + 1$. We show that above a certain value of $k$ no significant increment of Variation of Information can be observed in a specific context. We consider such a value the optimal number of topic in that context. To compute such a value we searched the optimal regression lines that best fit the curve of Variation of Information. The condition of best fitness is found when the sum of squared residuals is minimum.

Figure 3 shows the Variation of Information obtained for each forum for different number of topics. The optimal number of topics can be observed at the intersection of the optimal regression curves. The optimal number of topics observed in each forum are respectively, 20, 8, 22, and 20. This is almost expectable as forum 2 is related to technical issues, thus it has more restrictive and specific discussion topics, while forum 1, 3 and 4 are more general, thus allowing for more heterogeneous discussions.

Table III shows the topics lattice obtained for ‘Technical issues’ forum. The lattice represents main terms included and characterizing each topic, but also hierarchical relationships between groups of terms, which actually represent sub-topics and macro-topics. Some of the most relevant topics that can be easily recognized are those characterized by the following sets of terms:

- not, able, access, webmail (issues in accessing the webmail service);
- not, problem, lesson, audio, video, listen, view, watch, connection (issues in viewing online video lessons);
- not, mail, send, test, exam, intermediate, examination (difficulties in sending via e-mail the test of an intermediate examination).

C. Documents to topics assignment evaluation

We wanted to check whether the documents assigned to topics by the Latent Dirichlet Allocation were congruent with the semantics of their content [18]. To address this question we designed and issued a survey to 10 undergraduate students volunteers of the Unitelma computer science class. Each participant was presented with a random list of 10 documents and the optimal set of topics discovered by topic models for the forum from which the documents were extracted. Each topic was represented with its most relevant terms and all users were asked to assign the documents to the most relevant topics. We repeated such tasks 4 times (thus to manually assign to topics around 100 documents for each forum) and computed the average fraction of documents that were correctly assigned by topic models. The automatic document to topics assignment process considers a message to be associate to a topic if its posterior probability is above a threshold of 0.6 (calibrated empirically).

Figure 5 show a screenshot of the tool developed to support the documents-to-topics assignment evaluation process. By using a browser, the tool allows to view for each selected topic (top-right frame), the list of the most relevant terms (frame below the list of topics), the list of 10 documents randomly selected among those assigned to the topic (bottom-right frame), and to view the content of each document (central frame). The tool also shows the topic-term lattice obtained from the analysis phase for the considered forum.

With the above described experiment, we could only assess the precision (i.e., the fraction of correctly assigned documents) of the automatic assignment process, while evaluating the recall would have required to manually check the assign-
Fig. 3. Optimal number of topics identified in each forum.

Fig. 4. The topics lattice obtained with Forum 2 (“Technical issues”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forum</th>
<th>Precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
AVERAGE PRECISIONS OF THE DOCUMENTS-TO-TOPICS ASSIGNMENT PROCESS ON UNITELMA FORUMS.

The explosion of online education, e-learning, and e-teaching, as a new context for education where large amounts of information describing the continuum of the teaching-learning interaction are generated and ubiquitously available. This makes available a plenty of information but at the same time promotes unstructured information and chokes the educational system without providing any articulate knowledge to its stakeholders.

Data Mining has been recently used to extract knowledge from e-learning systems by analyzing the information available and generated by their users [19], [20]. Patterns of system usage by teachers and learning behavior by students has been investigated in [21]. Data clustering was suggested to promote group-based collaborative learning and to diagnose students incrementally [22].

A review of the possibilities of the application of Web Mining (Web usage mining and clustering) techniques to meet some of the current challenges in distance education was presented in [23]. The approach presented in this paper performs a sort of clustering as forum messages are in fact
Fig. 5. A screenshot of the tool supporting the evaluation of documents-to-topics assignment process.

Association Rules for classification has been widely adopted in e-learning, in particular recommendation systems [24], [25], learning material organization [26], student learning assessments [27], course adaptation to the students behavior [28], and evaluation of educational websites [29]. Recent research trends in educational research recommend the development of cooperative learning and knowledge sharing inside student groups [30]. To this aim, the next stage of Web developments for education works on the opportunities raised by mixing the Social and the Semantic Web [31] and on adopting Semantic and Artificial Intelligence techniques for discovering information objects and restructure large digital collections [32].

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An important shift in educational focus is that for remembering large amounts of information it is necessary to develop the ability to quickly find the relevant information. Discussion forums represent one of the main asynchronous communication means offered by any learning management system and discussions taken place and stored in them represent a source of information for learners accessing the forum afterwards.

Their effectiveness as information sources, i.e., the capability to satisfy users information needs, depends on their information richness first, but also on how discussion are organized and effectively moderated. In this paper we proposed an approach to restructure the native flat structure of a forum. It is able to detect discussion topics in a forum and to enhance its organization by providing a hierarchical topic-driven access structure to its messages. The method adopts information retrieval techniques, including topic models and formal concept analysis, to automatically discover discussion topics, organize them in a hierarchical way, and associate forum messages and discussion threads to the most appropriated identified topics. The hierarchy of topics is intended to offer an alternative access structure enabling surfing the forum content by topics, instead of just by time of conversations, thus to ease information search and reducing the chances for redundant discussions to appear. We have presented the results from a case study that we have conducted to validate both the...
appropriateness of the identified topics and the correctness of the assignment of forum messages to them. The study has shown that the approach is valuable and promising.

Threats to validity of the obtained results lie mainly in the size of the conducted case study (which involved four forums of a single e-learning environment) and in the need for assessing the benefits of the additional forum navigation structure to forum users. To address such threats we aim to perform an experiment in which we will apply the approach to a larger number of forums from different e-learning contexts and to survey representative sample of users of each forum on the perceived usefulness and usability of the new complementary forum access structure.

Additional research directions in which we aim to extend our work are: i) improve the precision of the approach by better tuning the different available input parameters; ii) adopt fold-in techniques to apply the approach in an incremental way as new messages are added to a forum; iii) extend the approach in order to classify a new message over current identified topics as it is added to the forum; iv) implement the approach as a Moodle plug-in in order to be smoothly integrated in one of the most adopted open-source learning management system on the market.
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